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Abstract 
This paper focus on bases of islamic branding in pakistan. It also includes perceptions or 
believes related to Islamic Branding. Research is conducted to have clear idea that how 
consumer perceive and understand the Islamic brands and Islamic branding practices in  
Pakistan. It covers perceptions towards Islamic branding  and attitudes towards Islamic 
brands with support of literature. Data analysis is done and on the basis of that conslusions 
are also drawn. 
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Introduction 

 
The objective of the study is to understand how consumer perceive and understand the 
Islamic brands and Islamic branding practices in a Muslim country like Pakistan. It starts 
with explanation of basic believes covers perceptions towards Islamic branding  and finally 
touches three attitudes towards Islamic brands as identified in the literature. 
 
Two facts emphasize the importance of Islamic branding in contemporary literature. Firstly, 
the Muslims have a very huge concern for “Halal” ingredients and food; it gives a big 
stimulus in demand for “Halal” foods (Sungakar, 2010). Secondly, global market for halal 
food in 2010 raised to US$ 500 billion (Dagha, 2011). These figures show the growing 
concern towards the Halal food among Muslims consumers. This awareness has affected not 
only the Muslim minority countries but also it has a great influence over the Muslim 
dominant countries. This growing market segment with bullish trends warrants research on 
both fronts i.e. academia and corporate.  
 
Literature review 
Muslims are obliged to adhere to five basic principles of Islam (Sahi Bukhari); (a) believe; 
(b) prayers; (c) Fasting; (d) Almsgiving; and (e) Pilgrimage.  
 
First one is the Believe (Tauheed) and it require to believe on […those who believe in] 
hidden thing and on the right path told by Allah (Quran, Al-Baqarah; verse 3). This has been 
mentioned many times in holy book (Quran) and by illustrative life of the prophet 
(Mohammad PBUH) such as [… If you have dispute in any matter, then refer it to Allah and 
his messenger, if you believe in Allah and the last day (The day of judgment) (Quran, An-
Nisa, Verse 59)] or on another time as […Those who are true believers, in their hearts there is 
fear, when remembers the Allah, and his verses are recited their faith becomes stronger and 
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they trust in Allah (Quran, Al-Anfal, verse 2)] or it has been mentioned as […How created 
earth and heaven they will say Allah (Quran, Az-Zakhurf, verse 87)]. 
 
The second principle is the prayer; commonly known as Namaz or Salat. This has been given 
to prophet (Mohammad PBUH) as a gift by the Allah (Volume 1, Book 1, Hadith 345). This 
has been mentioned with the paramount importance in holy books [… all are required to 
worship Allah (Quran, Surrah 51; verse 56)]. On another location prayers are cited as the 
major difference between believers and non believers […verily between man and between 
polytheism and unbelief is the negligence of prayer (Sahih Muslim, Book 1, Number 146)]. 
Most importantly it has been emphasized with the weekly prayer gathering on Fridays [… O 
people who believe! When you hear call for Friday prayers on the day of Friday go and 
perform prayer, stop buying and selling, if you understand it’s better for you (Quran, Jumma, 
Verse 9)].  
 
The third principle is the Fasting; commonly known as roza, it is mentioned in the holy books 
[…O you who believe! Fasting is prescribed for you, as it was prescribed for those before 
you, that you may learn self-restraint. Fast for a fixed number of days. Ramadan is the month 
in which the Quran sent down, as a guide to humanity, and clear signs for guidance and 
judgment between right and wrong, so every one of you who is present at home during the 
month should spend it in fasting. Allah intends every facility for you; he does not want to put 
you to difficulties. He wants you to complete the prescribed period, and to glorify him in that 
he has guided you; and perchance you shall be great full (Quran, Al- Baqarah verse 183-
185)].  
The fourth principle is Almsgiving; it is known as zakat, in holy books it is mentioned [… I 
gave the pledge of allegiance to the Prophet Muhammad PBUH for offering prayer perfectly 
giving zakat and giving good advice to every Muslim (volume 2, Book 24, Hadith #484)]. At 
another place it is also mentioned [….O people give zakat (charity) to the poor and needy 
peoples, that charity will purify your wealth and also give increase to your wealth (Volume 2, 
Book 24, Hadith #492)].  
 
The fifth principle is Pilgrimage; known as Hajj, mentioned in holy books […the first house 
of worship appointed for men was that at Bakka (MECCA), full of blessing and of guidance 
for all the worlds. It signs manifest the station of Abraham- whoever enters it attains security. 
Pilgrimage there to be a duty men owe to Allah, for those who can afford the journey (Quran, 
Al-Imran, verse 96-97)]. In holy books at other place it is mentioned […For Hajj is the month 
well known, if any one undertakes the journey therein, let there be no obscenity, nor 
wickedness, nor wrangling in the Hajj. And whatever good you do, be sure Allah Knows it, 
and take a provision with you for the journey, but the best of provision is right conduct 
(Quran, Al-Baqarah verse 197)]. 
 
Islamic branding 
The Islamic market is totally Shariah-compliant; means a brand should fulfill all aspects of 
the brands for the Muslim consumers, because the Muslim consumer consumes those 
goods/services, which fulfill the Islamic laws and norms. The markets are open and the 
Muslim brands as Halal must be introduced to capture the Muslim market and can use the 
Islamic ideology for accruing the market which company wants to do business in the Muslim 
market must go through the Islamic laws and norms. Few company did that but at some 
points few companies last there image and went wrong, just as the Mecca Cola was 
introduced as the Islamic brand and it can be seen from its name as an Islamic name but in 
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other hand after the use the tin and bottles were through in the garbage’s or at other point 
children’s were playing with that tin or bottle as football, at this point the naming as Islamic 
is failed this is totally against the Islamic law and norms. Islamic brands can be classified in 
three different ways; (a) Islamic brands by Compliance; (b) Islamic Brands by Origin, and (c) 
Islamic brands by customer (Baker, 2010).  
 
Islamic brands by compliance: Islamic brands must show and have appeal strictly on 
shariah-compliant, which implemented in the food sector and finance sector on a small 
account in the Halal logistics. The Muslim consumers are based and attached to their faith so 
the brand must follow the Islamic law and strictly appeal as the Muslim norms are (Williams 
and Sharma, 2005). It is seen that the firms are increasing to attract the Muslim consumer’s 
example in Dubai most the Islamic hotel are mostly operated by the non-Muslim its ratio is 
above 60%.  
 
Islamic brands by origin: Many brands do not need to show or promote themselves as 
shariah-complaints Such as Emirati Etisalat, the Emirates Airlines, Telecoms, Egyptian 
Orascom, and the industry Saudi SABIC. Because their country origin promotes the brands 
example Saudi SABIC is Saudi company means belongs to Islamic country.  By Rafi-uddin 
Shikoh cited in (Frost, 2007), he is who distinguish in brands that which are origin of the 
Muslim countries and that brands shows the Muslim practices. Shikoh said, in most of the 
first category brands there is nothing religious or theological and full fill the basic needs of 
consumer including the regular products or services and no affiliation with religions (Frost, 
2007). 
 
Islamic brands by customer: This type describes that brands came out from the non-Muslim 
countries, and there target market is Muslim Consumer. Multinationals such as Nestle, 
Unilever, L Oreal, McDonalds, KFC and many others these all are above MNC’s owned by 
the non-Muslims and these MNC’s include the Halal brands to target Muslim Consumers. 
These MNC’s heavily investing on the Muslim market which are still in need of Halal 
products. Because of their good and strategic efforts, the non-Muslim MNC’s are dominant in 
market about 90 percent, category of Islamic food, cosmetics and health markets. The non-
Muslim MNC’s why they occupied 90 percent of the market, because these companies have 
great and good skills and they know how to branding and they also know how to target the 
markets and they showed in their idea that “we are Islamic”.  (Baker A.A, 2010). 
 
Based on the literature a conceptual model has been developed; which reflects a hierarchical 
assortment of believers and perceptions and a lower tier attitudes based on perception of 
Muslims consumers as classified as  (a) Islamic brands by Compliance; (b) Islamic Brands by 
Origin, and (c) Islamic brands by customer (Baker, 2010). 
 
Methodology 

 
Like other social sciences studies, student population was considered as the target population 
and the sample selected was based on the rule that any student enrolled in at least second year 
of his/her degree program in any university throughout Pakistan. The sample for the Halal 
products was selected from the larger populations based on both judgment and convenience. 
 
The survey method was used to measure different usage and attitudes. The main purpose of 
these three different attitudes in a survey instrument at one place is to get generalize 
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confirmatory results. Islamic brands are classified in three different ways: (a) Islamic brands 
by Compliance (b) Islamic Brands by Origin and (c) Islamic brands by customer (Baker, 
2010). In biographical data it includes the following; sex, age, educational level, marital 
status, household income, and residual area.  
 
The questionnaire were administered to group of students in semi-natural classroom settings, 
mostly in the presence of their faculty members, Class-rooms were selected mainly for two 
reasons, there being: (a) they provided a comfortable and distraction-free space with all the 
reading and writing arrangements in place including adequate lighting; (b) they signified that 
more formal behavior was expected from students. This strategy worked well and most of the 
students completed the questionnaire without any major problem. 400 questionnaires were 
distributed; 120 questionnaires received with a response rate of 30%. However, 20 
questionnaires voided due to incomplete data and other reasons, resulting 100 usable 
responses. 
 
Analyses 
The data analyzed in a number of stages. Firstly, separate Confirmatory factor analyses, using 
the maximum likelihood method of extraction and direct oblimin rotation, were used to 
determine the factor structure of items related to Belief, Perception, Origin, Customer & 
Compliance Attitudes. Secondly, the Correlation matrix was prepared to find the correlation 
between the Belief, Perception, Origin, Customer and Compliance Attitudes.  
 
Using prior knowledge separate factor analyses were conducted for the Belief, Perception, 
Origin, Customer & Compliance Attitudes scales. With different iterations, final solutions 
obtained using various criteria for solution refinement.  These factor analyses performed by 
using Principal Component Analysis Extraction Method. KMO for factor analyses ranges 
from 0.62 to 0.83, which reflects adequate sample size for these analyses. All CFA came out 
with higher factor loadings resulting reasonable and dependable results. Table 1-5 shows the 
Eigen value, variance explained, KMO and factor loadings for believes, attitudes, 
perceptions. Summated scores were computed A correlation Matrix was prepared using 
Origin  
 
The Crondach alpha revealed relatively high reliability coefficient values, which indicates 
that the scales used in this questionnaire are reasonably reliable, as shown in Table 6 the 
reliability of the scales measuring Belief, Perception, Origin, Compliance and Customer. 
 
The results of correlation shows clearly that believe have relationship with the perception and 
the perception have more strong correlation with Origin Customer then with Compliance. 
This study shows that the Muslim consumers have to fallow the Believes of their religion 
then they make their decision according to the perception. The correlation which shown in 
the above diagram is Believes & perception have correlation is 0.36, then perception have 
strong relation with Origin is 0.68, then with Customer that is 0.59, and with Compliance that 
is 0.53. 
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Figure 1 :Conceptual framework for Islamic Branding  
 
 
  0.36 

 
                                             
                                            0.53               0.68                  0.59 
 
  
 

Conclusions 
Perception emerged as the moderating variable between three attitudes towards Islamic 
branding (i.e., Compliance, Origin and Customer) and Muslim believes. All co-relationships 
between believes and three attitudes were found weaker as compared to co-relationship 
between perceptions and three attitudes. It is safe to understand that Muslims act on their 
perceptions rather than their believes for Islamic branding. 
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Annexure 
Table 1 - CFA for Attitudes towards Islamic Brands by Customer   

Eigen Value 2.84 
% explained 54.61 

KMO 0.66 
Items Factor Loading 

I prefer to use product that has Islamic name. 0.88 
I prefer to use product that has Halal logo on it. 0.76 
I prefer to use product that has ingredients written in Arabic language. 0.74 
I don’t mind using a product offered by MNCs, only if it follows Islamic 
principles. 0.52 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
  
Table 2 - CFA For Attitudes towards Islamic Brands By Origin   

Eigen Value 2.87 
% Explained 71.93 

KMO 0.76 
Items Factor Loadings 

I prefer to use product that has Muslim country as its origin. 0.92 
I recommend product that has Muslim country as its origin. 0.91 
I am willing to pay more for product that has Muslim country as its 
origin. 0.86 
I will not use any food, if products are raised about its non-Muslim 
origin. 0.68 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
   
Table 3 - CFA For Attitudes towards Islamic Brands By Compliance    

Eigen Value 1.66 
% Explained 41.47 

KMO 0.62 
Item Factor Loading 

I prefer to use a product which is in accordance with Islamic laws and 
principles. 0.76 
I prefer to use product that has Halal ingredients in it. 0.66 
I read all the ingredients before buying the products. 0.63 
I don’t pay/collect interest on my deposit/bank accounts. 0.49 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
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Table 4 - CFA For Perception about Islamic Brands    
Eigen Value 4.81 
% Explained 49.70 

KMO 0.83 

Items 
Factor 

Loading 
I prefer Islamic Brands. 0.84 
I recommend using Islamic Brands to other people. 0.82 
Muslims have to follow a set of Islamic dietary laws as ascribed by their 
religion. 0.73 
Islamic brands are 100% Halal. 0.70 
I am willing to pay more for Islamic Brands. 0.70 
I may drive extra miles to buy Islamic brand. 0.70 
Muslims have to follow a set of Islamic financial laws as ascribed by 
their religion. 0.66 
Brand names written in Arabic are Islamic Brands. 0.60 
Brands with Halal logo are justified in charging slightly higher prices. 0.55 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.   
Table 5 - CFA For Believes    

Eigen Value 2.32 
% Explained 46.50 

KMO 0.67 
Items Factor Loadings 

I always fast during Ramadan. 0.85 
I will perform (have performed ) my Hajj whenever I will have 
sustainability 0.79 
I happily and willingly pay my zakat on time. 0.64 
I read my namaz five times a day. 0.61 
I believe in Allah, Muhammad (PBUH) as his last prophet, Quran & 
Sunnah. 0.45 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
  

Table 6 Correlation between variables  
 ORIGIN CUSTOMER COMPLIANCE PERCEPTION BELIEVES 
ORIGIN 1.00     
CUSTOMER 0.64** 1.00    
COMPLIANCE 0.44 0.47 1.00   
PERCEPTION 0.68** 0.59** 0.53** 1.00  
BELIEVES 0.31 0.22 0.35 0.36 1.00 
Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).   
Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).   

 
 

 
 


